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Sub-barrier and near-barrier fusion study of halo nuclei
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The near-barrier and sub-barrier fusion of light unstable nuclei and their respective stable isotopes with
heavy targets (4,6He1209Bi, 4,6He1238U, 9,11Be1209Bi, and 9Be1208Pb) is investigated via coupled channel
calculations. The entrance channel optical potential is generated via a microscopic BDM3Y1 interaction. A
rather satisfactory description of the experimental data is obtained under the condition that the real part of the
optical potential has to be reduced for the weakly bound and halo systems. This reduction proves to be the
fundamental difference in treating stable and weakly bound nuclei, and can be attributed to the loss of a flux
due to breakup effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several experimental and theoretical studies concern
the fusion of two nuclei under and near the Coulomb bar
were performed in the past@1#. Most of the results were
interpreted adequately well within the framework
coupled-channel~CC! calculations and by using either m
croscopic potentials or phenomenological ones@2,3#. With
the advent of radioactive beam facilities, the interest in s
studies with halo nuclei was renewed due to their spec
features, like extended neutron densities, low-lying c
tinuum, and also very low-energy thresholds for break
Fusion, like other reaction processes, should be appreci
affected by such features. The experimental results obta
for fusion reactions at energies close to the Coulomb bar
with light unstable beams were recently reviewed by Sig
rini @4#. The data point out a strong influence due to break
processes.

From a theoretical point of view, it is expected that fusi
cross sections for halo nuclei will present an increase du
the decrease of the potential barrier and the coupling to
vibrational modes@5#. This increase, however, according
several elaborate but contradictory theories@6–12#, may be
hindered or enhanced due to breakup effects.

In this work near-barrier and sub-barrier fusion of ha
nuclei and weakly bound stable nuclei will be explor
through CC calculations for various degrees of freedom. T
influence of breakup will be anticipated via an ‘‘appropriat
potential. The structure of the colliding nuclei will be take
into account explicitly via a folding process. Traditional
the optical potential is inferred through elastic-scattering
sults. The overall success of realistic folding models for
description of elastic-scattering data of stable nuclei, with
any renormalizationN of the real potential (N is close to
unity!, is well known, indicating that the real dynamic pola
ization potential~DPP! is weak @13#. On the other hand, a
dramatic differentiation occurs for the scattering of wea
bound nuclei@13–15# due to the breakup effects. In fact, da
for 6,7Li and 9Be nuclei on various targets required a su
stantial renormalization of the real folded potential by a fa
tor of N;0.6, while for the system9Be1208Pb the normal-
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ization factorN was equal to 0.36@13,16#. In an alternative
way the effect of breakup in elastic scattering was stud
explicitly by Sakuragi@17# in the framework of discretized
CC calculations, without any renormalization of the foldin
real potential.

Consequently, it is clear to us that two types of calcu
tions can anticipate the breakup effect in elastic scatter
through which we can obtain the appropriate potential
describe near-barrier and sub-barrier fusion. The first is
method of discretized CC calculations,@17,18#, which is
probably the most accurate method but at the same t
depends on several parameters. The second one involv
reduced real potential, which is a local representation~not
exact! of the discretized CC calculations, in the sense that
solving a one-channel Schro¨dinger equation with that re
duced potential, the same results are obtained as the
with CC calculations@15#. In our study we will apply the
second method, keeping in mind that coupling to the c
tinuum may not be fully represented by a simple reduction
the depth of the entrance channel potential, since the real
of the DPP may not have the same radial shape as the fo
one @15,19#.

II. SYSTEMATICS OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

Before the presentation of our calculations we will try
compare existing data for unstable nuclei and their respec
stable isotopes, to point out any similarities and differen
which they may shed light in our analysis. The first measu
ments with halo nuclei were performed for the syste
11Be1209Bi @20#, 6He1209Bi @21#, and 6He1238U @22#. The
data are presented in Fig. 1 together with the data of
respective stable isotopes9Be1209Bi @20#, 4He1209Bi @23#,
and 4He1238U @22,24#.

For 9,11Be1209Bi and 4,6He1209Bi the detection of the
fusion products was carried out via their characteristic
layed a-particle activities. Conversely, for4,6He1238U the
fission cross section was measured. Fission can be also
gered by inelastic or transfer reaction events. In such ca
the fission would be accompanied by a residue of the pro
©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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tile. It was verified that contributions corresponding to m
tiplicity equal to three were very small@22#. It was assumed
therefore, that around the Coulomb barrier the fission cr
section was very close to fusion cross section.

Special attention has to be paid, comparing the syst
6He1209Bi and 4He1209Bi. The compound nucleus215At
formed via the 6He1209Bi fusion reaction decays exclu
sively by evaporation of two, three, or four neutrons. T
total fusion cross section for the system6He1209Bi was ob-
tained by adding the 3n and 4n channels. The effect of the
2n channel is small except at energies well below the bar
@21#. In this respect, it is compared to the4He1209Bi fusion
cross section obtained by adding the 2n, 3n, and 4n chan-
nels, which makes this comparison meaningful. As will
shown later on, to obtain the total fusion cross section for
system 4He1209Bi, one has to add the 1n channel. Cro
sections are presented in Fig. 1 as a function of energy
vided by the Coulomb barrierVb . Barriers were extracted
via the relations of Christensen and Winther@25#, and are
shown in Table I. The presentation of all the data in Fig
facilitates the extraction of the following conclusions. F
energies higher than the Coulomb barrier the cross sect
for the fusion of 9,11Be1209Bi and 4,6He1238U present the
same behavior. That is, the cross sections for halo projec
are enhanced over the cross sections for the stable one
the other hand, no apparent enhancement is seen for th
sion of the 6He over that of4He on the 209Bi target. For
energies lower than the Coulomb barrier, the fusion cr
section for the halo nucleus6He on 238U and 209Bi targets is
enhanced over that of4He, while no such enhancement
observed for the fusion of the11Be on 209Bi over that of
9Be.

FIG. 1. Comparison of fusion cross-section measurements
the halo system~open circles! and the respective stable system
~closed circles!. The data are from Refs.@20–24#.
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III. ANALYSIS

Subsequently we proceeded with a consistent analysi
all the above systems. For completeness the system9Be
1208Pb @26# was also included, although no data exist for
associate halo system. The aim was to describe all the
countered systems, either stable or weakly bound or
stable, within the same framework, taking advantage of
similarities between weakly bound and unstable systems
trying to unreveal interesting aspects in physics that m
emerge from fusion measurements with halo nuclei.

In this context, coupled channel calculations were p
formed with theECIS code@27#. The real part of the entranc
potential was calculated within the double folding mod
@13# by using the BDM3Y1 interaction developed by Kho
et al. @28#. This interaction was found before@16,29# to de-
scribe rather well elastic-scattering data for both stable
weakly bound nuclei, as long as the normalization factor
the weakly bound ones is substantially reduced. We note t
in the present analysis the normalization factor of the
trance potential was set equal to unity (N51) for the stable
isotopes. We have set the normalization factor for all sta
weakly bound and halo nuclei equal toN50.6, following the
general trend of the weakly bound systems@16#, with the
exception of9Be1208Pb, where the normalization factor wa
set equal toN50.36 according to existing elastic scatterin
data @13#. The adopted imaginary potential was such as
absorb all the flux penetrating the barrier, simulating the
coming wave boundary condition. The stability of th
optical-model calculations was studied at an energy sligh
below the barrier as a function of the imaginary potent
parameters. In fact it was observed that for an imagin
potential depth higher than 10 MeV and a radius smaller t
0.8 fm, the calculated fusion cross sections are practic
constant.

The densities involved in the real double folded poten
for the stable isotopes were obtained from electron-scatte
data by adopting standard procedures@13#. For the radioac-
tive nuclei shell model densities@30#, and HF densities@31#
were used for6He and 11Be, respectively.

The BDM3Y1 potential barriers, obtained in the prese
analysis forN51, are shown in Table I. It is obvious tha

or

TABLE I. Coulomb heightsVb ~MeV! according to~A! Chris-
tensen and Winther,~B! the BDM3Y1 potential, and~C! the
BDM3Y1 potential reduced by 40% in all cases except for t
9Be1208Pb system, where the reduction was;60%.

System A B C

4He1238U 22.6160.2 22.4860.2
4He1209Bi 20.9060.2 21.3460.2
9Be1209Bi 39.9560.2 38.4460.2 39.9260.2
9Be1208Pb 39.5260.2 36.9560.2 40.0660.2
6He1238U 22.1460.2 19.5160.2 20.3760.2
6He1209Bi 20.4760.2 18.1860.2 19.1060.2
11Be1209Bi 35.6860.2 35.6860.2 37.4060.2
6-2
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barrier heights of the systems with weakly bound nuc
present a reduction of;3 MeV relatively to the heights o
the systems with their associated stable isotopes. This
well-known effect, a quantitative understanding of which h
been achieved in terms of the halo structure@5#. The conse-
quence of a reduced height is the enhancement of the
barrier fusion cross sections, sometimes by a few order
magnitude.

The calculation for the system4He1238U has been per-
formed within the rotational model. Couplings to the fir
excited states of238U were considered with deformation
extracted fromB(E2)’s reported previously@32#. In addition
to our previous calculation@22# we have used now not onl
multipolarities withl52 but also withl54. The calcula-
tion for the system4He1209Bi includes couplings to the two
excited states of209Bi, E50.896 MeV (l52) and E
51.608 MeV (l53), with deformations reported in th
compilation@33#. For these two systems we have conside
only couplings to the target excitations. The calculations
compared with the experimental data in Fig. 2. We point
that the additional data, indicated in Fig. 2 with squar
correspond to the 1n evaporation channel of the reactio
209Bi(a,n)212At @34#. As expected, the experimental resu
of both systems can be reproduced equally well within
theoretical framework, and without any reduction of the p
tential.

Using similar calculations we proceeded with the analy
of the 9Be1209Bi and 9Be1208Pb systems with weakly

FIG. 2. Fusion cross-section measurements for stable nucle
compared with CC calculations with a nonreduced optical poten
The data for the system4He1238U indicated by solid circles come
from Ref.@22#, and those indicated with solid boxes from Ref.@24#.
The data for the system4He1209Bi indicated by solid circles come
from Ref.@23# and refer to a sum of the 2n, 3n, and 4n evaporation
channels, while data indicated by solid boxes come from Ref.@34#
and refer to the 1n evaporation channel.
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bound projectiles and then to the systems6He1209Bi, 11Be
1209Bi, 6He1238U with halo projectiles. For the system
9Be1209Bi, we have taken into account additionally to th
excited states of 209Bi, the excited states of9Be, E
51.680 MeV (l51) and 2.430 MeV (l52). TheB(E1)
and B(E2) values for the transitions to these states w
recently obtained by Rudchiket al. @35#. For the system
9Be1208Pb we have considered the well-known low-lyin
states of 208Pb @36#, E52.62 MeV (l53) and E54.09
(l52) and the excited states of9Be as above. The calcula
tions ~solid lines for nonreduced potential and the dash
line for a reduced potential!, are compared with the exper
mental data in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the adopted reduc
of the potential according to the elastic scattering data~40%
for the 9Be1209Bi system and 60% for the9Be1208Pb one!
was adequate to describe very well the sub-barrier and n
barrier fusion data. As is seen, moving to weakly bound
clei, a potential reduction is necessary to simulate the fl
loss through the breakup channel. A justification of this
duction is given in the inset of Fig. 3, where breakup cro
sections are compared with calculations obtained as the
ference between results with full potential and reduced
tential. We should clear up this point. Breakup can res
from several different reaction mechanisms including dir
breakup, sequential breakup via inelastic excitation, a
nucleon transfer followed by breakup, among others. In a
case, it corresponds to the flux which does not lead to fus

re
l. FIG. 3. Fusion cross-section measurements for weakly bo
systems are compared with CC calculations with a nonreducedN
51) optical potential~solid line! and a reduced optical potentia
(N50.6 and 0.36 for the9Be1209Bi and 9Be1208Pb, correspond-
ingly! ~dashed line!. In the inset cross-section breakup measu
ments for the system9Be1208Pb are compared with calculated va
ues obtained as the difference between cross sections with red
and nonreduced optical potentials.
6-3
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For the halo projectile systems, coupling to the exci
states of the209Bi and 238U targets was taken as befor
Coupling to the excited states of the projectiles was con
ered as follows: for6He we considered the coupling to th
first excited state at 1.79 MeV (l52), with deformation
extracted from our recent inelastic scattering resu
6He(p,p8)6He @37#; for 11Be the excited stateE
50.320 MeV (l51) with a B(E1)50.116e2 fm4 was
taken into account. The calculations are compared with
experimental data in Fig. 4. A qualitative overall agreem
is obtained for all the systems with a 40% reduction of
potential. On the other hand, for energies well above
Coulomb barrier, the11Be1209Bi system is better describe
with nonreduced potential calculations. The situation is m
complex for6He1238U. Above the Coulomb barrier this sys
tem is probably better described with calculations with
nonreduced potential, whereas well below the Coulomb b
rier the calculations fail to reproduce the data@38#.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the present analysis we can draw the conclusion
the CC calculations, taking into account the breakup effe
via a reduced potential in a simple way, reproduce the gr
properties of near-barrier and sub-barrier fusion of wea
bound nuclei with heavy targets. The agreement of the
culations with the data is particularly spectacular in the c
of the systems9Be1209Bi and 9Be1208Pb, where the exac
reduction of the potential was known from elastic-scatter
data@13,16# at energies well above the Coulomb barrier. F
the unstable systems the situation seems to be more com

FIG. 4. Fusion cross-section measurements for halo system
compared with CC calculations with a nonreduced (N51) optical
potential ~solid line! and a reduced (N50.6) optical potential
~dashed line!.
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cated, probably due to the lack of elastic scattering result
energies well above the Coulomb barrier. Therefore, pre
tions of fusion with halo nuclei remains in a qualitative bas

Here we would also like to underline the importance o
precise knowledge of the entrance channel optical poten
for the analysis of sub-barrier fusion results. Indeed, it is w
known from the elastic scattering of stable nuclei that
anomaly occurs around the Coulomb barrier which is visu
ized by a rapid variation of the optical potential: an increa
of the real and decrease of the imaginary potential. T
anomaly is attributed to CC effects, and is taken implici
into account in CC calculations@39#. In an alternative way
near-barrier and sub-barrier fusion cross sections can be
scribed by using a one-dimensional barrier penetration mo
and an energy-dependent potential, taking into account
threshold anomaly@39,40#. However, in the case of weakl
bound nuclei, couplings between breakup and elastic ch
nels give rise to a large repulsive real polarization potent
as assumed in the present analysis, and to a very weak im
nary potential that is almost energy independent. Theref
loosely bound nuclei may not display a threshold anomaly
suggested by Mahaux, Ngoˆ, and Satchler@41# and reported
in the case of6Li @42,43#. In this context, more elastic
scattering data for weakly bound systems and halo nuclei
more elaborate methods are probably necessary to inco
rate breakup effects in sub-barrier fusion calculatio
through potentials deduced from elastic-scattering data at
ergies close to the Coulomb barrier.

In summary, we have performed CC fusion calculatio
for several systems with halo projectiles and their respec
nonhalo projectiles. It was found that a fundamental diff
ence occurs between stable and unstable systems. The d
nant channel in the barrier energy region of stable system
fusion. For unstable and weakly bound nuclei this is not
case. Losses of the flux through other channels like brea
take place, and can be taken into account by the reductio
the real part of the entrance channel optical potential,
exactly in the same way as for elastic-scattering data. In
respect, the description of the weakly bound system
(9Be1209Bi), ( 9Be1208Pb) and the halo systems—6He

1209Bi, 6He1238U, and 11Be1209Bi—were adequately ob-
tained, by making use of a reduced potential to account
the breakup processes. Although for the weakly bound s
tems this description was excellent, for the halo systems o
a qualitative agreement was obtained. More elaborate th
retical approaches and additional measurements inclu
elastic scattering, complete fusion~without contributions due
to incomplete fusion! and breakup are necessary, in order
obtain a more comprehensive picture of near-barrier and s
barrier fusion, involving halo nuclei.
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